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Abstract

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe technique that allows visualization
of single biomolecules and complexes deposited on a surface with nanometer resolu-
tion. AFM is a powerful tool for characterizing protein–protein and protein–DNA inter-
actions. It can be used to capture snapshots of protein–DNA solution dynamics, which
in turn, enables the characterization of the conformational properties of transient
protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions. With AFM, it is possible to determine
the stoichiometries and binding affinities of protein–protein and protein–DNA associ-
ations, the specificity of proteins binding to specific sites on DNA, and the conforma-
tions of the complexes. We describe methods to prepare and deposit samples,
including surface treatments for optimal depositions, and how to quantitatively analyze
images. We also discuss a new electrostatic force imaging technique called DREEM,
which allows the visualization of the path of DNA within proteins in protein–DNA com-
plexes. Collectively, these methods facilitate the development of comprehensive
models of DNA repair and provide a broader understanding of all protein–protein
and protein–nucleic acid interactions. The structural details gleaned from analysis of
AFM images coupled with biochemistry provide vital information toward establishing
the structure–function relationships that govern DNA repair processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atomic force microscopy: AFM is a three-dimensional imaging technique

that allows the visualization of single molecules and nanoscale materials. As a

variation of the scanning tunneling microscope, Binnig, Quate, and Gerber

implemented the AFM in 1986 to obtain atomic resolution of nonconductive

surfaces (Binnig,Quate, &Gerber, 1986). The AFMhas since become a pow-

erful tool to image soft biological materials both in air and under solution with

nanometer resolution (Bustamante, Erie, & Keller, 1994; Bustamante &

Rivetti, 1996; Czajkowsky & Shao, 1998; Hansma & Hoh, 1994; Muller,

Fotiadis, Scheuring, Muller, & Engel, 1999). AFM utilizes a cantilever with

a sharp tip, usually made of silicon, to scan over a sample deposited onto a flat

surface (Fig. 1). When the tip and sample are in close proximity, interaction

forces lead to a deflection in the cantilever. An incident laser reflects off the

cantilever onto a photodiode that senses and measures the deflection. Topo-

graphic images are obtained by using feedback electronics that maintain con-

stant either the deflection (contact mode) or the cantilever’s oscillation

amplitude (or frequency) (intermittent contact). In intermittent contact

mode, the phase of the cantilever oscillation provides additional information

about the sample properties. Variants of AFM such as Kelvin probe force
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microscopy and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) report electrostatic

information about the sample by monitoring conductive tip-sample interac-

tions under an applied bias. Our lab recently developed a dual-resonance-

frequency enhanced EFM (DREEM) technique that produces topographic

and electrostatic images simultaneously and allows visualization of the path

of DNA within multiprotein complexes (Wu et al., 2016). A growing trend

in structural biology combines high-resolution crystallography and NMR

data with lower resolution data from techniques such as small-angle X-ray

scattering, electron microscopy (EM), and AFM to determine the structure

of individual multiprotein–DNA complexes. With comprehensive image

analysis, AFM and DREEM may become quantitative tools to couple the

structure of essential proteins and DNA to their functions in DNA repair.

DNA Repair:Many DNA repair pathways have evolved to safeguard the

genome of all organisms from damage and mutations. In this paper, we focus

on DNA mismatch repair (MMR); however, the methods discussed could

be applied tomost studies of DNA repair or other DNAmetabolic processes,

such as transcription. DNAMMR is a postreplicative process comprised of a

system of molecular machines that intricately coordinate to repair base–base
mismatches and insertion deletion loops (Modrich & Lahue, 1996). MMR is

initiated by MutS and MutL homologs that have DNA binding and ATPase

activity, and are conserved in all organisms (Kunkel & Erie, 2005). Germline
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the atomic force microscope.
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mutations in MSH2 and MLH1 MMR genes underlie Lynch syndrome,

which is characterized by a spectrum of cancers including hereditary non-

polyposis colorectal cancer predisposition (Fishel et al., 1993; Modrich &

Lahue, 1996; Plotz, Zeuzem, & Raedle, 2006).

In vitro reconstitution of MMR by Escherichia coli and human proteins

has provided many insights into the mechanism of MMR (Dzantiev et al.,

2004; Kunkel & Erie, 2015; Lahue, Au, & Modrich, 1989); however, sev-

eral questions still remain that can be answered with visualization and

dynamic characterization of the multiple transient protein–protein and

protein–DNA interactions in the pathway. Eukaryotic MMR involves

the coordinated stepwise action of approximately 10 different proteins

on a DNA molecule containing a mismatch. MutSα recognizes the mis-

match by binding to DNA and then undergoes ATP-dependent conforma-

tional changes to interact with MutLα. This MutSα–MutLα complex then

interacts with PCNA, which activates MutLα to nick the daughter strand.

This nick (or possibly preexisting nicks/gaps in the strand) serves as an entry

point for exonucleases and polymerase to complete repair. DNA ligase seals

the nick. Structural, biochemical, and single-molecule experiments indi-

cate that ATP binding and hydrolysis regulate conformational changes in

MMR proteins to modulate transient interactions that coordinate repair.

Many single-molecule studies to date have focused on MutS, MutL, and

the initial recognition complex (Cho et al., 2012; Cristovao et al., 2012;

DeRocco, Anderson, Piehler, Erie, & Weninger, 2010; DeRocco, Sass,

Qiu, Weninger, & Erie, 2014; Gorman et al., 2012; Groothuizen et al.,

2015; Jeong et al., 2011; Jiang & Marszalek, 2011; Josephs, Zheng, &

Marszalek, 2015; Lee et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Qiu et al., 2012; Sass,

2007; Sass, Lanyi, Weninger, & Erie, 2010; Tessmer et al., 2008; Wang

et al., 2003; Yang, Sass, Du, Hsieh, & Erie, 2005), thus it is unclear how

most of the MMR proteins interact on the molecular level throughout

the pathway. These interactions are rare and dynamic events that are

obscured in ensemble methods, and challenging to observe due to a

requirement to synchronize with other steps of the reaction. Single-

molecule methods such as AFM and its variations, single-molecule fluores-

cence resonance energy transfer (smFRET), and hybrid techniques are well

equipped to complement biochemical experiments with molecular-level

data (Erie & Weninger, 2014). A comprehensive molecular mechanism

of MMR or any other type of DNA repair will include knowing the

stoichiometries of each protein and the conformations of the proteins

and the DNA during each step along the pathway. Knowledge of the
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conformations, stoichiometry, and dynamic properties of MMR proteins

will facilitate the elucidation of the molecular mechanism of MMR.

We describe methods to image proteins and protein–DNA complexes

involved in MMR with standard AFM and DREEM. We also describe

our procedures for image analysis to characterize the conformations and stoi-

chiometries in MMR complexes. Lastly, we discuss complementary and

hybrid techniques that are essential to elucidating dynamic molecular mech-

anisms. The bulk of our work has been conducted with MMR proteins, but

these methods can be extended to study other protein–nucleic acid interac-
tions important in a variety of biological processes.

2. METHODS TO STUDY DNA REPAIR COMPLEXES
WITH AFM

2.1 Preparation of Proteins
Elucidating the details of the interactions that govern the MMR pathway

requires purified proteins. Because AFM is an imaging technique, no further

modification of the protein, such as fluorescent labeling, is required.Wewill

discuss experiments using proteins from Thermus aquaticus (Taq), yeast

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae), and humans. Detailed protocols of the expression

and purification of TaqMutS and MutL proteins can be found in our other

recent Methods in Enzymology publication (Gauer et al., 2016). Yeast and

human MutSα and MutLα proteins are purified as described previously

(Antony & Hingorani, 2003; Geng et al., 2011; Hall & Kunkel, 2001;

Kadyrov, Dzantiev, Constantin, & Modrich, 2006). Purified protein is dis-

pensed into�2μL aliquots and snap-frozen for storage at�20°C or�80°C.

2.2 Preparation of DNA Substrates
Careful design of the DNA substrate for MMR investigations is key in get-

ting the most information out of AFM studies. Generating a lesion in a des-

ignated position within the DNA allows us to determine mismatch

specificity (Tessmer et al., 2008), the effect of protein binding on DNA

geometry (Wang et al., 2003), and conformational changes that correspond

to transient events that ultimately lead to DNA repair. One of the most

useful recent advances for generating substrates containing lesions or mis-

matches is the commercial availability of nicking endonucleases, or

“nickases” (Ando, Takagi, Kosawa, & Ikeda, 1969). These endonucleases

are modified to cleave only one side of their restriction site. By engineering

two or more nick sites in close proximity to each other, a gap can be formed,
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and an oligonucleotide that spans the nick sites containing a modified base,

lesion, or extra bases can be introduced to anneal this gap, which can then be

ligated to leave DNA that has a specific lesion at a known location. This

method has been optimized by the Hsieh and Matson labs (Geng et al.,

2011; Robertson & Matson, 2012), and the description below is adapted

from their methods.

General protocol for preparing DNA substrates is described later

(estimated time 2 days).

1. Plasmid/PCR preparation: A plasmid containing four Nt.BBvCI nickase

sites across a 31 base span (pUC19-VSR) (Robertson &Matson, 2012) is

purified from E. coli using a miniprep kit. Plasmid DNA obtained from

mini/midi preps is suitable for longer substrates. For shorter substrates,

PCR allows reliable generation of substrates with any desired length.

PCR cleanup is necessary before proceeding to nicking.

2. Nicking DNA: Nicking is performed using a modified standard protocol

for the enzyme Nt.BBvCI. Usually 10 or more reactions are run in par-

allel. To ensure consistency across all reactions and to account for pipetting

errors, a master mix enough for 11 reactions is made, as shown below:

The reaction is incubated in thin-wall PCR tubes at 37°C for 2.5h,

followed by heating at 80°C for 20min to promote the dissociation of

the short nicked fragments and allow the complementary oligonucleotide

containing the mismatch to anneal. No cleanup is necessary after heating.

Nicking efficiency can be improved by increasing the incubation time

and/or nickase concentration. This additional procedure increases the per-

cent of molecules that are nicked at every nick site, and it is particularly help-

ful for DNAs with several nick sites. Additionally, increasing the amount of

DNA in the reaction helps increase throughput. 20μL reactions are optimal

because keeping the reaction volumes small allows subsequent reactions to

be performed directly.

Component 1× Reaction 11× Reaction

pUC19-VSR 1.5μg 16.5μg

10� NEB CutSmart buffer 2μL 22μL

Nanopure water Fill to 17.5μL Fill to 192.5μL

Nt.BBvCI 2.5μL 27.5μL

Total volume 20μL 220μL
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3. Annealing: Assemble the annealing reaction as follows

In a thermocycler, run the following program:

Introducing additional nick sites beyond the two necessary to create a

gap results in smaller fragments that are more easily displaced than a fragment

of equal length to the oligonucleotide to be inserted. Additionally, exten-

ding the incubation time above the Tm for fragments, but below the Tm

for the complementary oligo, greatly enhances the amount of complement

that successfully outcompetes the native fragments. A “step-down” thermo-

cycle profile, with incubations at increasingly lower temperatures is well

suited for this annealing. Cleanup is not necessary after annealing but may

increase efficiency of ligation in the following step. The trade-off between

increasing efficiency and losing DNA from cleanup will undoubtedly vary

based on substrate.

4. Ligation: At this point, 500μL total volume of annealed sample is available

for ligation. A master mix is recommended. A master mix for 20 reactions

(plus 1 control) is shown below:

Component Volume

Nicking reaction 20μL

Complementary oligo (100mM) 2.1μL (50� molar excess)

5 M NaCl 0.5μL (50mM total)

Nanopure water Fill to 50μL

Total volume 50μL

Step (°C) Duration (min)

80 2

70 20

65 40

55 20

45 20

4 20
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Incubate the reaction at 16°C for 16h. For increased ligation efficiency,

add an additional 0.5μL T4 Ligase at the halfway point of incubation. Both

T4 and E. coli DNA ligase are suitable; however, E. coli DNA ligase has

greater efficiency with sticky end ligations, which the substrate most closely

resembles. Denature DNA ligase by heating at 65°C for 20min and then

clean up reaction using a PCR clean-up kit. Measure concentration by

absorbance spectrometer. Store DNA in TE buffer.

2.3 Complex Formation
Typical concentrations for protein-only samples are 10–30nM. For DNA-

only imaging,�2 μg/mLworks well. We typically mix protein and DNA in

high- or low-salt deposition buffer. The low salt buffer is 25mM HEPES,

50mM NaOAc, 10mM Mg(OAc)2, and 5% glycerol at pH 7.5. The high

salt buffer is the same except that it has 100mM NaOAc. Complexes are

allowed to incubate on ice or at room temperature for 1–10min and then

deposited on freshly cleaved or functionalized mica.

Cross-linking is a useful tool for imaging complexes that dissociate rap-

idly and/or involve multiple proteins because it allows the capture of tran-

sient complexes that would otherwise be difficult to observe in sufficient

amounts for quantitative analysis. Cross-linking effectively increases the

number of complexes observed in a sample deposition by trapping com-

plexes in solution. For AFM studies involving DNA and proteins, the

cross-linker conjugates free amines of proteins to the amino groups of

nucleic bases. The most common cross-linkers are aldehydes. Formaldehyde

is the simplest molecule in this class, but others with long spacer arms

between bifunctional aldehyde groups are also available and useful for con-

jugating across larger distances. We have successfully used glutaraldehyde to

cross-link and image multiprotein complexes on DNA. To prevent artifacts,

optimization is necessary to determine the shortest cross-linking time and

least amount of cross-linking agent needed.We typically add glutaraldehyde

Component 1× Reaction 21× Reaction

10� T4 ligase buffer 2μL 42μL

Annealed sample Fill to 19.5μL Fill to 409.5μL

T4 ligase 0.5μL 10.5μL

Total volume 20μL 420μL
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to a final concentration of 0.85% for 30 s–2min and quench by either dilut-

ing with deposition buffer or adding Tris buffer to the reaction. If possible, it

is best to also perform control experiments without cross-linker, which can

often be done at lower protein concentrations, where the cross-linked and

uncross-linked data can be compared directly.

2.4 Sample and Surface Preparation and Sample Deposition
Proper sample preparation is a key step in achieving reproducible deposition

and quality AFM images. Currently, varying deposition quality is one of the

major bottlenecks in obtaining high-quality quantitative data from AFM

images, though our lab is working to alleviate this problem. Although all

single-molecule techniques require careful handling to avoid potential con-

taminations, AFM is particularly sensitive to impurities. Nanopure water

that is suitable for standard biochemical procedures can lead to indeterminate

deposits when imaged. As such, it is recommended that all solutions used for

sample preparation be passed through a 0.02 filter. It is also useful to deposit

and image all solutions to confirm purity. AFM readily detects protein

aggregation, and these aggregates can complicate analysis; therefore,

single-use aliquots of protein that are snap-frozen at time of purification

are strongly suggested. DNA contamination is less frequent, but the only

way to confirm contamination is via AFM imaging. Samples that may sug-

gest good purity by bulk measurements can lead to unpleasant surprises at the

single-molecule level in AFM images. Another useful discussion of sample

preparation of DNA repair complexes can be found in Ristic, Sanchez, and

Wyman (2011).

Mica is the most common surface used for deposition of proteins and

DNA because of its near-perfect basal cleavage, which leaves a surface that

is atomically flat. Mica can be ordered precut to specified dimensions, or it

can be cut or punched, but the latter methods are not recommended for

smaller pieces of mica. For mounting on the AFM, the mica is usually affixed

to disks/slides with double-sided tape or glue from a hot glue gun. Be careful

not to get the glue on the edge of the mica, which will make the mica dif-

ficult or impossible to peel. Mica disks with a 0.25-in. (6.35mm) or 0.5-in.

(12.7mm) diameter are sufficient for most AFM applications. Mica that has

been attached can be peeledmultiple times, allowingmany depositions using

one mica disc.

Prior to deposition, the mica is freshly peeled mica using Scotch tape.

Because the top layer of mica that peeled away on the tape is a mirror of
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the surface that has been exposed, any cracks, scratches, or other surface

abnormalities on the tape can be seen with the naked eye. If defects are pre-

sent, the mica should be peeled again until a “perfect” surface is obtained.

The sample can be deposited directly onto the freshly peeled mica, or the

surface can be chemically modified before deposition.

Deposition of proteins on unmodified mica can be done in most any

buffer, as long as it does not contain BSA. For DNA, the solution must con-

tain divalent metal ions because mica is negatively charged. Cation-assisted

methods use multivalent cations to create a salt-bridge between negatively

charged DNA molecules and the mica surface. While several different cat-

ions are viable options, Mg2+ is the most common and best choice, unless it

would allow unwanted catalytic activity, in which case, Ca2+ can be used

instead. The cation-assisted method works well for deposition of DNA sam-

ples in which the monovalent ion concentration is less than �70mM, but

at higher concentrations, the monovalent cations in the solution weaken

binding to the surface by DNA. For higher salt depositions of DNA-

containing samples, it is necessary to modify the surface to render it posi-

tively charged prior to deposition.

Chemical functionalization is accomplished by modifying exposed

hydroxyl groups on the mica surface with a chemical that changes its charge

from negative to positive. Modification can be achieved using either

3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) or 1-(3-aminopropyl)silatrane

(APS) to covalently attach aminopropyl groups directly onto the surface

of the mica (Liu et al., 2005; Shlyakhtenko et al., 2003; Shlyakhtenko,

Gall, & Lyubchenko, 2013). These functional groups are stable up to pH

10, and they allow for a broad range of pH and salt concentrations to be used

in the deposition buffer, without the need for divalent cations. It is impor-

tant to note that both APTES and APS render the mica surface hydrophobic,

and therefore, the sample may not spread evenly, which can be a concern if

the complexes are not cross-linked because deposition artifacts are more

likely. The choice between APTES and APS is irrelevant for imaging in

air, but imaging in solution requires APS because APTES results in large

aggregates appearing on the surface over time (Shlyakhtenko et al., 2003).

Ethanolamine can also be used, and it works similarly to APTES, exposing

primary amines, but it is less hydrophobic. Fig. 2 shows the different surface

functionalizations.

Another approach that has shown promise is the use of surface coatings

that do not covalently modify the mica surface but still leave a positively

charged functional group on the surface to interact with DNA. Chains of
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either poly-L-lysine or poly-L-ornithine incubated on the surface will result

in the primary amine side chains of these polymers free to interact and suc-

cessfully hold the DNA to the surface (Podesta et al., 2004).

2.4.1 General Procedures for the Surface Treatments
APTES or ethanolamine: In a clean desiccator, place 30μL of APTES or eth-

anolamine on a strip of parafilm alongside the freshly peeled mica and incu-

bate for 15min. After 15min, remove the parafilm; the mica can be left in

the desiccator until ready to deposit samples.

APS: APS is not commercially available but can be synthesized with

standard organic chemistry lab equipment (Shlyakhtenko et al., 2003).

A 50-mM APS stock solution in water is stable at 4°C for at least 6 months.

Prepare a 1:300 dilution working solution, which is stable at room temper-

ature for several days. To functionalize the mica, place enough of the

working solution to fully cover the surface and let it sit in a covered con-

tainer for 30min. Afterward, rinse with deionized water and dry under inert

gas stream. APS mica remains useable for several days.

Poly-L-ornithine/lysine (PO) (Podesta et al., 2004): Prepare a working

solution of 0.012μg/mL PO. This solution has a shelf life of at least 1 year

stored at 4°C. Deposit the working solution onto freshly peeled mica; 10μL
is sufficient for mica that is about 15mm in diameter. Tilting and gentle agi-

tation may be necessary to make the solution spread evenly across the entire

surface. Take care not to touch the mica surface while handling. After 2min

of incubation, rinse with 400μL deionized water, wick away the majority

of the water by touching a filter paper to the edge of themica, then dry under

inert gas stream.

2.4.2 Deposition
To prepare a deposition, dilute the protein to a final concentration of

10–70 nM in deposition buffer, with a DNA concentration of 1–5 μg/mL.

Deposit 5–20μL of the diluted protein (or protein–DNA) onto freshly

cleaved ruby mica (Spruce Pine Mica Company, Spruce Pine, NC). Rinse

the sample immediately with nanopure water by gently dropping water onto

the surface, blot excess water by touching filter paper to the edge of the mica

and then dry the sample using a stream of nitrogen. Take care not to touch

the mica surface while handling.

An example cross-linking experiment: Prepare the surface of the mica as

desired (see above). Prepare a working solution of glutaraldehyde by diluting
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50% glutaraldehyde stock solution with deposition buffer to a final concen-

tration of 8.5%.

Combine the following:

Incubate the reaction for a given time at room temperature, then add

2μL 8.5% glutaraldehyde and incubate for an additional 30 s–1min. Dilute

the reaction 10-fold (and/or quench with Tris buffer) andmake 15μL depo-
sitions onto the mica prepared earlier. Gently wash with�1mL water, wick

away excess water with Whatman filter paper, dry under inert gas, and store

in desiccator.

2.5 Data Acquisition
Begin by turning the AFM on and allowing it to warm up. Warming up

helps to minimize piezo drift. Insert a cantilever into the holder for the

AFM, and align the laser and tune the cantilever to a drive frequency so

that it is slightly to the left or right of peak maximum, along the steep por-

tion of the resonance peak. Place a prepared sample into the sample holder

and engage the tip. Imaging parameters will vary based the instrument;

however, it is most important to image with the minimal force at which

quality images can be obtained. In addition, the proper image size and sur-

face coverage are necessary for specific analyses. For protein volume analysis

(Ratcliff & Erie, 2001; Yang, Wang, & Erie, 2003), a 1μm�1μm image at

512 � 512 pixels (¼2nm � 2nm/pixel) is sufficient. For DNA length

analysis, 4nm/pixel works well.

3. IMAGE ANALYSIS

3.1 Background
The power of AFM to dissect biological processes at the molecular level is

harnessed by analyzing four main characteristics of protein–DNA complexes

extracted from images. These include specificity, binding affinity, stoichiometry,

and conformation. Taken together, these quantitative data inform us about the

Component Amount

Linearized DNA 400ng

Taq MutS 125nM

ATP 1mM

Total volume 18μL
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molecular mechanisms of DNA repair processes. Achieving statistical con-

fidence in our analysis requires evaluating many complexes over multiple

images. Extracting these quantitative data on several complexes across mul-

tiple images can be time consuming. A typical workflow is as follows: (1)

process (correct) raw image data, (2) identify protein–protein and/or

protein–DNA complexes, and (3) analyze individual complexes for the

characteristics described earlier. An overview of the software available for

AFM analysis is outlined in Table 1. Some of the software packages are

general-purpose basic image analysis programs, while others have strengths

in tackling specific analysis tasks. Often, supplemental applications to many

specialized analyses have to be written in-house via various programming

languages (i.e., MATLAB, Java, and Python). We are developing a user-

friendly MATLAB software that significantly streamlines the analysis, and

it will be available when it is complete.

3.2 Image Correction
AFM images usually require correction before they can be analyzed. Before

further analysis, images often need to be flattened, as described previously

(Ratcliff & Erie, 2001). A polynomial curve fitting approach is typically used

to normalize the surface height. High surface features, such as large proteins,

can be masked from the flattening procedure using a height-based threshold.

Over-flattening with a high degree polynomial can sometimes introduce

artifacts and should be avoided; first-order flattening is optimal.

3.3 Deposition and Imaging Artifacts
In single-molecule studies, statistical analyses are only as convincing as the

quality and amount of the data that are analyzed. For a single deposition,

many images on different areas of the sample should be collected. It is impor-

tant that a sample looks the same irrespective of the image area. A variation in

protein and/or DNA concentration in different regions of the same sample

indicates a nonuniform deposition and should not be used for quantitative

data analysis. For example, determining binding affinity depends greatly on

accurate counting of free and bound biomolecules (Ratcliff & Erie, 2001;

Yang et al., 2005).

Other AFM image artifacts derive from factors that impact the tip-surface

interaction. Anything that influences that interaction will trigger the AFM

feedback system to adjust the tracking of the surface. Some possibilities

include tip degradation and contamination, or imaging forces that are too
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Table 1 Overview of Software for Single-Molecule AFM Study

Software Image Formats Platforms
Image
Processing

Particle
Analysis

Single-
Molecule
Analysis

Batch
Analysis Extensions

Open
Source Free

WSxM (http://www.

wsxmsolutions.com)

Various Windows Yes No No Yes No No Yes

Gwyddion (http://gwyddion.net) Various Multiple Yes Yes No Yes Via C or

Python

Yes Yes

Nanoscope Analysis (http://

nanoscaleworld.bruker-axs.com/)

Nanoscope format Windows Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes

Asylum Research (http://support.

asylumresearch.com)

Asylum Research

format

Windows,

Mac OS

Yes Yes Yes Yes Via Igor

Pro

Yes Yes

ImageSXM (https://www.

liverpool.ac.uk/�sdb/

ImageSXM)

Various Mac OS Yes Yes No No No No Yes

ImageJ (http://imagej.net) Nanoscope format Multiple Yes Yes No Yes Via Java Yes Yes

SPIP (http://imagemet.com) Various Windows Yes Yes Yes Yes Via C++ No No

http://www.wsxmsolutions.com
http://www.wsxmsolutions.com
http://www.wsxmsolutions.com
http://gwyddion.net
http://gwyddion.net
http://nanoscaleworld.bruker-axs.com/
http://nanoscaleworld.bruker-axs.com/
http://nanoscaleworld.bruker-axs.com/
http://support.asylumresearch.com
http://support.asylumresearch.com
http://support.asylumresearch.com
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/~sdb/ImageSXM
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/~sdb/ImageSXM
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/~sdb/ImageSXM
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/~sdb/ImageSXM
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/~sdb/ImageSXM
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large or too small, which both result in the tip improperly tracking the sur-

face features. For example, chemical treatment on the surface and residual

salt or water from buffer can lead to the appearance of a patchy surface

due to the additional attractive and/or capillary forces added on the tip when

scanning over those areas. In addition, if excessive imaging force is used, fea-

tures can be flattened and removed of their fine details. Biomolecules are

particularly vulnerable to excessive imaging force.

Additional factors that impact the performance of the AFM scanner and

feedback system include environmental noise, piezo drift, and overly aggres-

sive gain settings. The tip can significantly affect image quality because the

AFM image is a dilation of sample by the tip, making the image resolution

highly dependent on the tip radius. It is also important to examine the images

for potential tip artifacts. Readers can refer toAtomic Force Microscopy for Biol-

ogists (Morris, 2010), chapter 3.5, by V.J. Morris et al. for additional reading

on AFM image artifacts.

3.4 Characterizing Protein–DNA Complexes
For an unbiased analysis of AFM images, it is essential to examine all species

present, unless there is a clear and valid reason for exclusion. Quantitative

analysis of AFM images not only allows one to characterize the conforma-

tions of proteins and protein–DNA complexes, but it also permits the deter-

mination of the specificity and binding affinity of proteins for DNA and the

stoichiometries and association constants for protein complexes (Ratcliff &

Erie, 2001; Yang et al., 2005, 2003).

Specificity:The specificity of proteins binding to DNA can be determined

by measuring the position distribution of proteins along the DNA, without

the need to determine the binding affinities for the specific and nonspecific

sites (Tessmer et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2005). In addition, the binding affin-

ity is estimated by counting the number of protein–DNA complexes and

free DNA molecules (Yang et al., 2005). Care must be taken to validate

the binding affinity, however, because an overestimate of the binding affin-

ity can occur if the protein surface coverage is too high because it increases

the probability that proteins randomly land on the DNA. Detailed proce-

dures for determining the specificity and binding affinities for proteins bind-

ing to DNA are described in Yang et al. (2003).

Stoichiometry: There are several ways to define stoichiometry, including

(1) how many proteins per complex, (2) how many protein complexes per DNA,

and (3) how many proteins per DNA molecule. To extract the number of
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proteins per complex, we use volume analysis (Ratcliff & Erie, 2001; Yang

et al., 2003). For protein–protein complexes, the volume is directly propor-

tional to the protein molecular weight (Ratcliff & Erie, 2001; Yang et al.,

2003), and this relationship also appears to hold reasonably well for most

protein–DNA complexes. Volume analysis has been used to determine

the stoichiometry for many repair proteins (e.g., see Chelico, Sacho,

Erie, & Goodman, 2008; Wang et al., 2006; Wang, Tessmer, Croteau,

Erie, & Van Houten, 2008; Xue et al., 2002). For protein–DNA complexes,

the first peak in the volume distribution usually represents the volume of a

single protein on the DNA. This volume can be used to estimate the number

of proteins per complex by dividing higher volume peaks by the peak volume

corresponding to a single bound protein; however, there may not be an

exactly 1:1 correlation. The total number of proteins bound to the DNA

fragment is determined by summing all the proteins whether individual

or in multimeric complexes on the DNA. It should be noted that the volume

of a protein–DNA complex could vary due to conformation in the complex.

Because volume analysis depends directly on the height and area measure-

ments, any factors that influence those measurements also affect the volume

measurement. For example, the height may be inaccurate if the surface

height is not measured properly at the local level, or if tip-surface interac-

tions change (discussed in Section 3.3).

Conformation: Perhaps the most outstanding strength of AFM in single-

molecule protein–DNA studies is that we can directly visualize the confor-

mation of a protein–DNA (or protein) complex at physiological conditions

with relative ease. The conformation of a complex can be qualitatively

described using parameters such as whether a complex loops the DNA

or how a complex binds to the DNA. Physical parameters of the confor-

mation, such as size (volume, height, area, etc.), geometries (orientation,

eccentricity, fiber length, etc.), and the DNA bend angles in the complex

are also qualitative metrics. Some examples demonstrating the characteri-

zation of protein-induced DNA conformational changes (Tessmer et al.,

2005; Wang et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2005, 2003) and

ligand-induced protein conformational changes (Harrison et al., 2016;

Lemaire, Tessmer, Craig, Erie, & Cole, 2006; Sacho, Kadyrov, Modrich,

Kunkel, & Erie, 2008) have been published. Combining AFM data with

biochemical function studies allows the correlation between structure

and function. Van Houten and coworkers describe methods for character-

izing the conformations of nucleotide excision repair (NER) complexes in

an accompanying chapter in this issue.
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4. DREEM IMAGING

4.1 Principles
Visualization of multiprotein–DNA complexes is readily achievable with

AFM as described in the previous section; however, in the normal AFM

imaging mode, one cannot localize DNA within the multiprotein–DNA

complex. The recently developed DREEM imaging technique, which

allows the visualization of DNA in protein–DNA complexes (Wu et al.,

2016), overcomes this problem. This method simultaneously provides a clas-

sic topographic image and an electrostatic force gradient image, which

allows visualization of the protein–DNA interaction. DREEM has been used

to reveal the path of DNA wrapping around histones, and as it passes through

single MMR proteins and multiprotein complexes (Benarroch-Popivker

et al., 2016; Kaur et al., 2016;Wu et al., 2016). TheDNA appears to be visible

in theDREEM images of these complexes due to charge neutralization where

the protein and DNA interact. Similar to EFM, DREEM images are pro-

duced by monitoring the amplitude and/or phase of the induced vibration.

A full theoretical treatment of DREEM concepts and the details of the pro-

cedure can be found in Wu et al. (2016) supplemental information. This sen-

sitive, high-resolution technique is capable of simultaneously collecting both

topography and electrostatic images at the nanometer scale.

4.2 Methods
The instrumental setup uses an AFM instrument (Asylum Research

MFP3D) with an external lock-in amplifier (Sanford Research System,

Sunnyvale, CA, model SR844 RF) and a function generator (Sanford

Research System, model DS335). The mica is attached to glass slides with

colloidal liquid silver (Ted Pella, Inc.) Highly doped silicon cantilevers

(Nanosensors, PPP-FMR, force constant �2.8N/m) are used for imaging,

and the cantilevers are made conductive by first removing the noncon-

ductive oxide layer using plasma cleaning, scraping the cantilever chip,

and lastly coating it with colloidal Ag solution. Protein–DNA complexes

are formed in solution as described earlier and deposited on a freshly cleaved

mica surface. The sample is grounded by continuing the Ag streak to the

back of the glass slide connected to the metal in the AFMbase for grounding.

The topographic and DREEM images are collected by simultaneously

mechanically vibrating the cantilever near its fundamental resonance
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frequency (ω1), and applying a bias voltage (VDC and VAC) to the tip at the

first overtone (ω2). An AC bias (10–20V) is used to generate a vibration at

ω2, and a DC bias (�2.5 to +2.5V) is applied to optimize the amplitude

at ω2. The vibration amplitude (Aω2) and phase (φω2) are monitored as a

function of sample positions using an external lock-in amplifier.

This technique has been applied to several different protein–DNA samples.

DREEM images of both protein and DNA show a decrease in phase. How-

ever, proteins show a higher contrast as compared to DNA, making it possible

to distinguish DNA from protein in a protein–DNA complex. Fig. 3 shows

AFM and DREEM images of a nucleosome, and Taq MutS and human

MutSα–MutLα proteins in complex with a 2-kbp DNA substrate containing

a GT mismatch. Topographic images show smooth peaks typical of MutS on

DNA (Tessmer et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2003). DREEM images reveal the

path of DNA in the complexes (Wu et al., 2016). DREEM data combined

with structural data onMutS (Obmolova, Ban, Hsieh, & Yang, 2000) allowed

the modeling of the general orientation of MutS dimers in the complexes.

In large MutSα–MutLα–mismatch DNA complexes (�8 proteins), the path

of DNA can be resolved (Fig. 3), illustrating the potential power of the

DREEM technique. DREEM also has been used to study the role of the

shelterin proteins in the mechanism of t-loop formation at the end of the telo-

meres (Benarroch-Popivker et al., 2016; Kaur et al., 2016) (Fig. 3). Looped

Fig. 3 DREEM imaging of protein–DNA complexes. (A) DREEM phase image reveals DNA
wrapping around histone proteins in nucleosomes reconstituted in vitro on DNA con-
taining the 601 nucleosomal positioning sequences. (B) DREEM phase image of TRF2 on
DNA containing 270 TTAGGG repeats (T270) reveals portions of folded DNA appearing
at the edge (lighter regions) of large multimeric full-length TRF2 complexes (top) and
wrapping around a subdomain of TRF2 (TRFH). Scale bars: 20nm. (C) DREEM phase
(top: surface plot; bottom: top view) images of a large MutSα–MutLα–DNA complex
containing �10 proteins on a linear DNA substrate containing a mismatch (MM).
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conformations of DNA inside large TRF2–DNA complexes observed with

DREEM imaging gave new insights into themechanism of DNA compaction

and t-loop formation. The images show that the DNA is compacted inside,

not wrapped around the outside, the large TRF2 protein–DNA complexes,

with a DNA loop protruding out from the complex (Benarroch-Popivker

et al., 2016). In addition, DREEM shows that the dimerization domain of

the TRF2 protein, TRFH, wraps �90bps of telomeric DNA around it.

4.3 Limitations of DREEM
Using sharp (tip radius 5–8nm) highly doped silicon cantilevers and oper-

ating in repulsive intermittent contact mode maximizes the resolution in

both topographic and electrostatic images. Doped silicon cantilevers can

become oxidized, reducing their conductivity. Variability in the oxidation

layers on the silicon cantilevers limits quantitative comparison of DREEM

data collected with different cantilevers, or the same cantilever after several

collected images. Typically, 10–12 high-quality DREEM images can be

acquired from a single AFM tip before oxidation degrades the electrostatic

signal. In addition, �30% of doped silicon cantilevers do not generate suf-

ficient contrast between the protein and DNA in DREEM images. Argon

plasma cleaning appears to improve the quality of cantilevers for DREEM

imaging. This technique is also subject to tip artifacts, as with conventional

AFM, due to the asymmetries in the electric field between the tip and sample

surface. Finally, DREEM is currently limited to imaging in air.

5. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNIQUES

Scanning probe microscopies such as AFM and DREEM are excep-

tional at imaging surface-bound protein–DNA complexes with nanoscale

resolution. This direct visualization provides structural and stoichiometric

details that are vital to understanding the molecular mechanisms of DNA

repair pathways. Typical AFM studies offer a snapshot of solution dynamics,

but biochemical studies indicate that DNA repair processes involve multiple

transient interactions. Pushing the limits, emerging high-speed AFM is capa-

ble of subsecond temporal resolution (Ando et al., 2001; Endo & Sugiyama,

2014; Miyagi, Ando, & Lyubchenko, 2011; Sanchez, Suzuki, Yokokawa,

Takeyasu, & Wyman, 2011). Using high-speed AFM, chromatin dynamics

have been characterized (Miyagi et al., 2011). Although impressive, some

complementary single-molecule fluorescence techniques are able to capture

submillisecond solution dynamics. DNA complexes with the NER protein
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human XPA have been studied with scanning confocal fluorescence micros-

copy, (Segers-Nolten et al., 2002) capable of characterizing interaction

dynamics on a time scale of 10μs. We have employed TIRF-based

single-molecule FRET as a complement to AFM studies to achieve simul-

taneous structural and dynamic characterization of DNA repair complexes

(DeRocco et al., 2014; Gauer et al., 2016; Qiu et al., 2012, 2015; Sass et al.,

2010). By fluorescently labeling protein domains or DNA, dynamic confor-

mations of MMR proteins and DNA can be investigated. Our methods for

conducting and analyzing smFRET experiments are outlined in another

recentMethods in Enzymology review (Gauer et al., 2016). Combining these

techniques with AFM allows for the dynamic smFRET data to be inter-

preted in terms of the conformations of the complexes.

Hybrid methods combine AFM with fluorescence microscopy

(Fronczek et al., 2011; Sanchez, Kanaar, & Wyman, 2010; Sanchez,

Kertokalio, van Rossum-Fikkert, Kanaar, & Wyman, 2013). These tech-

niques overcome a serious limitation of AFM (and electron microscopy) to

distinguish different proteins. One can label proteins of interest with dif-

ferent fluorescent dyes and collect fluorescence and scanning force data

simultaneously. Fluorescence and AFM images of UvrA–UvrB–quantum
dot complexes bound to UV-damaged DNA have been aligned with

�8nm accuracy using FIONA-AFM (Fronczek et al., 2011).

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined the methods to study DNA repair complexes with

AFM. Such studies have revealed important details about the MMRmech-

anism. The combination of AFM and DREEM with single-molecule fluo-

rescence to characterize the conformations and dynamics of DNA repair

complexes has already yielded mechanistic insights of DNA repair processes,

and this combination has the potential to be a powerful tool to characterize a

wide array of DNA repair pathways. Development of higher-throughput

methods of deposition and analysis, along with the continued improvement

of the AFM instrumentation would greatly increase the experimental space

that could be explored with AFM. AFM is well suited for the study of DNA

repair because these processes involve several proteins that act together to

orchestrate repair and there are often long-range interactions. AFM allows

the determination not only of conformations but also stoichiometries, spec-

ificities, and affinities, making it a powerful tool for the quantitative charac-

terization of protein–DNA complexes.
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